Background
==========

Protein structural alignment determines the three-dimensional superposition of protein structures by means of aligning the protein\'s residues. It is a basic method for identifying proteins of related structure or common evolutionary origin and for measuring three-dimensional similarity. Applications are for instance the search for proteins with similar biological function or the classification of proteins based on their structural features.

Methods
=======

We present a structural alignment approach that computes an alignment based on the protein\'s inter-residue distances. Building upon work for the alignment of protein contact maps by Caprara et al. \[[@B1]\], we use these distances to formulate the problem as an integer linear program which is subsequently solved using Lagrangian relaxation. One advantage of the integer linear programming formulation over heuristic methods is that we compute in many cases demonstrably optimal alignments. The bottleneck of the integer linear programming approach is its computational complexity which does not allow to incorporate all inter-residue distances in the problem description. On that account we select and score inter-residue distances efficiently. We develop and optimize a scoring function inspired by Holm and Sander. \[[@B2]\] using a set of 200 pairwise HOMSTRAD \[[@B3]\] alignments with a sequence identity of less than 35%. Subsequently, we use this scoring function to assess the performance of PAUL on the more challenging SISY data set of 130 alignments \[[@B4],[@B5]\] -- on this data set we compare PAUL alignments to alignments computed by MATRAS \[[@B6]\], DALI \[[@B2]\], FATCAT \[[@B7]\], SHEBA \[[@B8]\], CA \[[@B9]\] and CE \[[@B10]\].

Results and conclusion
======================

Our novel, non-heuristic structural alignment algorithm is flexible and mathematically sound. On the SISY data set PAUL alignments show higher mean and median alignment accuracies than all other methods (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In more than 30% of the cases, PAUL is the most accurate method. PAUL is thus competitive to other state-of-the-art algorithms and a beneficial tool for high-quality pairwise structural alignment.

![**Box-and-whisker plots of the distributions of the percentages of alignment accuracies for the SISY set for PAUL, MATRAS, DALI, FATCAT, SHEBA, CA and CE**. Additionally, the average alignment accuracies are denoted in blue.](1471-2105-10-S13-P2-1){#F1}
